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I Comments

I

Pennsylvania's Abortive Attempts to
Regulate Telemedicine Through
Restrictive Licensure Requirements:
Protecting the Patient or Protecting the
Profession?
Dean R. Batson*
I.

Introduction

When Clara Cooper was born eighty-five years ago, persons
needing medical help had few choices but to venture out to find a
doctor, hope the doctor could make a house call, or simply endure
the illness. Today, Mrs. Cooper can get a virtual house call from an
entire staff of health professionals, 24 hours a day, simply by
turning on her television. After suffering a series of strokes and
* B.A. Millersville University of Pennsylvania, magna cum laude, M.A.
Chapman University, J.D. candidate The Dickinson School of Law of the
Pennsylvania State University 2002. Thanks to Cynthia Thurston, Executive
Assistant to Senator Lemmond, for her valuable insight into the origin of this piece
of legislation, and to Joanne M. Judge, Esq., Health Law Department of Stevens &
Lee, P.C., for taking the time to point me in the right direction. To my wife
Jennifer and daughter Ellie, I thank you for your patience and understanding
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being diagnosed with arthritis, Mrs. Cooper's healthcare provider

installed a WebTV terminal in her home.2 According to Mrs.
Cooper, this application of telemedicine is "almost as good as
having doctors in my living room. '
Telemedicine holds great potential for expanding access to
specialty expertise, allowing rapid access to patient records, and
reducing the costs of patient care.4 Nevertheless, a number of issues
related to its further development, including licensure, reimbursement, liability, and patient confidentiality, will undoubtedly affect
the manner and extent to which physicians use it.' Telemedicine is

the provision of healthcare consultation and education using
telecommunication networks to communicate information, and it
encompasses "everything from a telephone consultation to the
more sophisticated interactive video presentation."6

In three previous sessions of the Pennsylvania General
Assembly, bills have been introduced into the Senate that
attempted to regulate telemedicine and teleradiology.7 All three

Senate Bills appear to have died in committee.8 The most recent,

during all those weekends I "got lost" in the law library.
1. Genevieve Marshall, Telemedicine Will Let Elderly See and Talk With Care
Provider-Such Systems Are Already in Limited Use and Expected to Spread,
MORNING CALL, Jan. 1, 2001, at D3, 2001 WL 7018554.
2. Id. Mrs. Cooper's terminal can connect directly with the staff of the
Crozer-Keystone Health System and was installed as part of an experimental
telemedicine network. Id.
3. Id.
4. Before the Senate Committee on Communications & High Technology
Public Hearing on Senate Bill 937: The Telemedicine Act, 181st Leg., Reg. Sess.
(Pa. 1998) (testimony of James M. Redmond, Senior Vice President of The
Hospital and HealthSystem Association of Pennsylvania, May 5, 1998) [hereinafter
Redmond] (prepared remarks on file with the Dickinson Law Review).
5. The scope of this comment is limited to the impact of, and the alternatives
to, the full, unrestricted license to practice medicine requirement put forth in
proposed law. Nevertheless, reference to reimbursement, liability, and patient
confidentiality is essential to develop the complete picture of how the practice of
telemedicine is likely to evolve in Pennsylvania.
6. Marychristine Convey, Telemedicine Concerns Health Care Risk Managers.
NAT'L. UNDERWRITER PROP. & CASUALTY-RISK & BENEFITS MGMT., Nov. 13, 2000,
at 8, at 2000 WL 10594204. "Patients receiving a prescription from their physicians
through e-mail seems to be the biggest telemedical trend right now." Id.
7. See S.B. 937, 181st Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1997); S.B. 1039, 183rd
Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1999); S.B. 412, 185th Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa.
2001). The earlier Senate Bills 937 and 1039 are virtually indistinguishable from
the more recent Senate Bill 412; modifications found in Senate Bill 412 are not
material for the purposes of this comment. Reference to any of the three bills, or
the terms "proposed law" or "proposed statute," is made interchangeably
throughout the body of this comment.
8. See Matthew S. Pollock, Pennsylvanians Need Protection From LongDistance Teleradiology, MORNING CALL, Dec. 29, 2000, 2000 WL 29262601.
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Senate Bill 412, includes a provision stating the intent of the
legislature to prevent the use of "technological advances" that
would allow "nonresident physicians" to practice medicine without
a license.9
Senate Bill 412 addressed what the sponsors of the bill believed
to be a threat to the medical well being of the citizens of the
Commonwealth. "[R]ecent technological advances in electronic
data transmission have made it possible for nonresident physicians
and osteopathic physicians, not licensed in this Commonwealth, to
render written or otherwise documented opinions for patients
residing in this Commonwealth
and that these opinions may
directly affect patient care.'' Nevertheless, the bill would have
done little more than require a physician to go through the
burdensome task of obtaining an unrestricted license to practice
medicine in Pennsylvania and purchase malpractice insurance."
To realize the full potential telemedicine has to offer
Pennsylvanians, the legislature must confront the challenge of the
medical licensure issue and balance the healthcare needs of the
citizens with the concerns of the medical profession. In addition,
the legislature will need to address the additional issues of informed
consent, personal jurisdiction over out-of-state practitioners,
regulation of the other health professions, insurance coverage for
telemedicine services, and confidentiality of patient records. 2
Part II of this comment will provide a brief background of the
history and potential benefits of telemedicine and the current
requirements for medical licensure. Part III analyzes the arguments
for and against the proposed law's requirement for full licensure
and outlines alternative approaches to licensure. Finally, part IV

Senate Bill 1039 died in committee after being introduced in 1999 by Lackawanna
County Senator Charles Lemmond. See id.
9. S.B. 412.
10. S.B. 412; see also Pollock, supra note 8.
Unsuspecting patients are having their CT, MRI scans and other studies
interpreted by faceless radiologists performing "long distance" medicine.
Under this scenario, a radiologist with no license to practice medicine in
Pennsylvania, no staff privileges at any Pennsylvania hospital nor any
Pennsylvania malpractice insurance coverage can interpret and bill for
such studies.
Id.
11. See S.B. 412.
12. See Pollock, supra note 8. The average Pennsylvanian is probably unaware
that some states have laws that prevent the practice of teleradiology.
"Radiologists can (and do) invade across state lines into Pennsylvania with
impunity," while at the same time they are protected by their states laws from the
same sort of competition. See id.
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offers a solution to the licensure dilemma through unilateral and
cooperative state action.
II.

Background

Most Americans would be surprised to learn that the practice
of telemedicine has been around for over thirty years. 3 Given the

evolution of telemedicine from telephone consultations to network
real-time video teleconferencing, some confusion is understandable.' Simply put, telemedicine is "the use of electronic communications and information technologies to provide or support
clinical care at a distance."" Senate Bill 412, hereinafter referred to
as the proposed Telemedicine Act, limits the scope of what would

constitute telemedicine by covering only physician-to-physician
communications and excluding telephone calls. 16 In addition, the
proposed Act would restrict the practice of teleradiology unless
"compensation is neither given nor expected."' 7
A. History of Telemedicine in Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania's

telemedicine

initiative

began

in

1994.

HealthNet, a pilot program, was designed to link primary health
care practitioners and their patients in rural under-served commu-

13. Ross D. Silverman, The Changing Face of Law and Medicine in the New
Millenium: Article Regulating Medical Practice in the Cyber Age: Issues and
Challengesfor State Medical Boards. 26 AM. J.L. & MED. 255, 263 (2000); see also
Convey, supra note 6, at 8. "Telemedicine may seem to be a new concept to some
people, but it actually began in 1955 with the invention of telepsychiatry." Id.
14. Alissa R. Spielberg, Online Without a Net. Physician-Patient
Communication by Electronic Mail, 25 AM. J.L. & MED. 267, 288 (1999).
Historically, the definition of telemedicine has been broad. The Institute of
Medicine's definition includes "telephone, video and electronic transmission of
medical information using telephone or digital technology."
Similarly, the
American Medical Association broad definition includes "medical practice across
distance via telecommunications and interactive video technology. Id.
15. U.S. DEP'T COM., Telemedicine Report to Congress (Jan. 31, 1997),
http://www.ntia.doc.goc/reports/telemed/legal.htm
[hereinafter
Telemedicine
Report] (last visited Jan. 5, 2001); see also Silverman, supra note 13, at 262.
Although in the broadest sense, telemedicine may encompass all telecommunication methods, "it is generally performed today through the use of
computer-based systems linked together by modems." Id. at 263.
16. S.B. 412. Specifically, the proposed statute defines telemedicine as the
"electronic transmission of medical data, other than through telephone calls from
one physician to another, from one location to another for the purposes of
interpretation or consultation." Id.
17. S.B. 412. Teleradiology is defined as the "electronic transmission of
radiological images such as X-rays, CAT scans, etc., so that interpretation of these
images can be made at a remote cite." Id.; see also Pollock, supra note 8.
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nities to specialists in state medical schools.18 With the assistance of
a federal grant, Pennsylvania implemented a second demonstration

project, KeyNet, which focused on "desktop" teleconferencing,
linking individual physicians to medical education resources, such
as medical schools and the National Library of Medicine.' 9 A new
entity, the Pennsylvania Information Highway Consortium, has
recently developed a telemedicine task force. 0 With the initial
infrastructure already tested and in place, Pennsylvanians stand
ready to reap the many benefits telemedicine has to offer.
B. Actual and PotentialBenefits of Telemedicine
"Pennsylvania has the largest number of rural residents of any

state," and "over a million Pennsylvanians live in Health
Professional Shortage Areas.",2' For the first time in history, the
potential exists for those living in under-served rural and urban
communities to have access to the finest health care services

available.22 Some of the advantages of telemedicine are that it
provides direct links between the provider and the patient, reduces
the cost of long-distance consulting, and increases the level of care

to under-served communities.'
Specifically, telemedicine technology eliminates long trips by
patients seeking access to specialty care. 24 Teleradiology, in

particular, has been in widespread use for some time and holds
considerable potential for improved radiologic care for patients.25
"Emergency studies like CT scans of the head can be transmitted
and interpreted by a radiologist in less time than it would take him
18. Testimony of the Department of Health to the Senate Committee on
Communications & High Technology, 181st Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1998)
(testimony of James W. Jordan, Jr., Deputy Secretary for Health Planning and
Assessment, Pennsylvania Department of Health, May 5, 1998) [hereinafter
Jordan] (prepared remarks on file with the Dickinson Law Review).
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Jordan, supra note 18. Health Professional Shortage Areas are those
geographic zones designated by the Federal Government as lacking sufficient
primary care physicians. Id.
22. Federation of State Medical Boards of the United States, A Model Act to
Regulate the Practice of Medicine Across State Lines: An Introduction and
Rationale,http://www.fsmb.org/telemed.htm (last visited Jan. 18, 2001).
23. Convey, supra note 6, at 8.
24. Spielberg, supra note 14, at 263.
25. Statement Regarding Senate Bill 937, Printer'sNumber 1018, "Telemedicine
Act," 181st Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1998) (testimony of Timothy R. Farrell,
M.D., Legislative Chairman, Pennsylvania Radiological Society, May 5, 1998)
[hereinafter Farrell] (prepared remarks on file with the Dickinson Law Review);
see also Pollock, supra note 8.
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or her to travel to the hospital."26 The Federal Government
demonstrated support for increased access by mandating Medicare
reimbursement for certain telemedicine services.27
Managed care organizations also stand to benefit from the

potential cost-saving attributes of telemedicine.28 Representatives
of the insurance industry advocate the use of telemedicine to
centralize facilities and provide care to a wider population of
patients. 9 "It makes sense, both economically and in terms of
quality care, for a multi-state managed care plan to have Johns
Hopkins handle all pediatric reviews, or to have the Mayo Clinic
handle all cancer reviews, rather than to have the reviews done
piecemeal on a state-by-state basis."30 Under the proposed Tele-

medicine Act, interstate cooperative telemedicine efforts may be
curtailed by the requirement of full licensure.
C. Requirements for a License to PracticeMedicine

Every state regulates the practice of medicine within its
borders." Police powers reserved to the states by the Constitution
26. Pollock, supra note 8. "This use of teleradiology is pretty much de rigueur
in most hospital departments in the Lehigh Valley and around the country." Id.
27. See Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33 § 4206(a), 111 Stat.
251, 377-78 (1997).
In General.-Not later than January 1, 1997, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall make payments from the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund under Part B of title XVIII of the Social
Security Act... for professional consultation via telecommunications
systems with a physician... or practitioner. . . furnishing a service for
which payment may be made under such part to a beneficiary under the
Medicare program residing in a county in a rural area.., that is
designated as a health professional shortage area... notwithstanding that
the individual physician or practitioner providing the professional
consultation is not at the same location as the physician or practitioner
furnishing the service to that beneficiary.
Id.
28. See generally Redmond, supra note 4.
29. Public Testimony Preparedfor Senate Communication & High Technology
Committee on Senate Bill 937, 181st Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1998) (presented
by Sam Marshall, Vice President and General Counsel, Insurance Federation of
America, May 5, 1998) [hereinafter Marshall] (prepared remarks on file with the
Dickinson Law Review). But cf Pollock, supra note 8. Local radiologists are well
trained and quite talented. Many are graduates of "residency and fellowship
programs from great academic institutions (including the Mayo Clinic, among
others) and have the advantage of rapport with the patient and his or her referring
doctor." Id.
30. Marshall, supra note 29.
31. See, e.g., Center for Telemedicine Law, Telemedicine and Interstate
Licensure: Findingsand Recommendations of the CTL Licensure Task Force, 73 N.
DAK. L. REV. 109 (1997).
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give each state the ability to enact laws specifically designed to32
protect the health, safety and general welfare of the community.
Through administrative boards, states supervise the licensure of
physicians and exercise primary responsibility for enforcing their
own licensure requirements.3 The motive behind state licensure
statutes is to protect innocent patients from being treated by
unlicensed physicians.'
The proposed Act defines telemedicine in much the same way
as many other states.35 Senate Bills 937, 1039, and 412 each define
telemedicine as "[t]he electronic transmission of medical data other
than through telephone calls from one physician to another, from
one location to another for the purposes of interpretation or
consultation. 3 6 Although Pennsylvania's proposed Act would
apply solely to medical doctors and osteopathic physicians,37 other
states extend the reach of their law to other healthcare
practitioners.
In Pennsylvania, there are a number of different types of
medical licenses and certificates.3 ' The proposed law would require
out-of-state physicians to acquire a license without restriction in
order to diagnose and treat Pennsylvanians through telemedicine 9
32. U.S. CONST. amend. X; Dent v. West Virginia, 129 U.S. 114, 122 (1888).
33. 63 PA. STAT. ANN. §§ 422.3, .6, .8, .10 (1996). The Medical Practice Act of
1985 provides the Pennsylvania State Board of Medicine the regulatory authority
to establish licensure procedures, establish standards for what constitutes the
unauthorized practice of medicine, and assess fees, fines, and civil penalties. See
id.
34. See Paul M. Orbuch, A Western States' Effort To Address Telemedicine
Policy Barriers,73 N. DAK. L. REv. 35, 46 (1997).
35. See S.B. 412.
36. S.B. 937, 181st Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1997); S.B. 1039, 183rd Gen.
Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1999); S.B. 412.
37. S.B. 412. The proposed statute specifically exempts from regulation
dentists, optometrists, chiropractors, podiatrists, psychologists, physical therapists,
and nurses. Id.
38. 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.29 (1996). The Pennsylvania State Board of
Medicine may grant a license without restriction, interim limited license, graduate
license, institutional license, temporary license, extraterritorial license, midwife
license, and physician assistant certificate. Id.
39. S.B. 412. Each Bill would require:
Any physician or osteopathic physician who is physically located in
and/or licensed by another jurisdiction but who through the use of
telemedicine or teleradiology performs and act that is part of a patientcare service initiated in this Commonwealth and that would directly
affect the diagnosis or treatment of the patient is engaged in the practice
of medicine in this commonwealth... [and] shall obtain a license without
restriction ... and shall be subject to the same requirements... as other
physicians in this Commonwealth.
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Acquiring a license without restriction to practice medicine is a
multi-step process. ' Some of the general requirements for licensure include graduation from an accredited medical college,41 a

passing grade on medical proficiency examinations, 4' and evidence
of good moral character.43
Applicants that are "intemperately using alcohol or habitually

using narcotics or other habit forming drugs" are disqualified from
holding a license without restriction.' In addition, applicants may
be disqualified for a felony conviction under The Controlled
Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act or the equivalent

statute from another jurisdiction."
A successful applicant for a license without restriction must
pay a relatively modest initial fee of $20.46 Thereafter, a physician
must comply with the biennial registration requirements and pay
the standard fee of $125."7 If the license holder fails to pay the
biennial registration fees by the required date, the license is auto-

matically placed in an unregistered status and the practitioner is
prohibited from practicing medicine in the Commonwealth.48
An out-of-state physician may acquire a license without
restriction outside of the typical administrative process. He or she
40. See 63 PA. STAT. ANN. §§ 422.9, .22, .24, .28; see also 49 PA. CODE §§ 16.12,
17.1, 17.2 (2000).
41. 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.28; see also 49 PA. CODE § 17.1 (2000). Graduates
of from an unaccredited medical college are eligible for a license without
restriction but must be certified by the Education Commission for Foreign Medical
Graduates ("ECFMG") and complete at least three years of graduate medical
training. Id.
42. § 422.24. In addition, "applicants for a license or certificate whose
principal language is other than English may also be required to demonstrate, by
Id. The fee for the United
examination, proficiency in the English language ....
States Medical Licensing Exam is $375. 49 PA. CODE § 16.13 (2000).
43. See 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.22. The requirement that the applicant be of
good moral character must be verified by affidavit or affirmation that applicant is
of legal age, is drug-free, and is not a habitual user of alcohol. Applicants
convicted of a felony drug offense are disqualified for a period of ten years. See id.
44. 49 PA. CODE § 16.12.
45. Id. An applicant can overcome the disqualification by showing proof that
ten years have elapsed since the conviction, significant progress in personal
rehabilitation has been made, and compliance with all other qualifications. See id.
46. 49 PA. CODE § 16.13. Graduates from an unaccredited medical college
must pay $80. See id.
47. 49 PA. CODE § 16.13 (2000).
48. Id. § 16.15. To return to registered status the practitioner must pay all fees
owed, submit a notarized affidavit setting forth the period of time in which the
individual did not practice in the Commonwealth, and submit a resume of activities
since that person was last registered. In addition, if the lapse in time exceeds four
years, the Board may require that the practitioner submit to a personal interview
to "ascertain the physical and mental fitness of the applicant." See id.
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would need to rely on reciprocity or endorsement procedures.49

The proposed Telemedicine Act does not specifically require that a
physician actually undergo the typical licensure procedures, nor
does it mention the process of reciprocity or endorsement."

Thus,

under the proposed Act, for out-of-state practitioners to engage in
telemedicine in Pennsylvania, the endorsement process appears to
be their only recourse. Physicians can acquire a license without
restriction in Pennsylvania through endorsement by showing proof

that they have achieved cumulative qualifications

that are

equivalent to the standard requirements for a license."
D. Telemedicine and Licensure Standards in Other Jurisdictions
In general, a state can either enact legislation specifically
addressing the practice of telemedicine from outside the state or
simply ignore the issue. Jurisdictions choosing to enact or amend
laws governing telemedicine tend to fall into one of three
categories. 2 First, a state can "amend their existing licensure
statute to incorporate telemedicine into the definition of the
practice of medicine."53 The effect of the amended definition is to
49. See 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.27 (1996). The pertinent provisions of this
section provides that:
Reciprocity or endorsement may be established at the discretion of the
board. As used in this section the term "reciprocity" means the act of the
board and a licensing authority in another jurisdiction, each recognizing
that the requirements for a license or certificate in this Commonwealth
and in the other jurisdiction are equivalent, issuing a license or certificate
to an applicant who possesses a similar license or certificate in the other
jurisdiction. As used in this section the term "endorsement" means the
issuance of a license or certificate by the board to an applicant who does
not meet standard requirements, if the applicant has achieved cumulative
qualifications which are accepted by the board as being equivalent to the
standard requirements for the license or certificate.
Id. Although the Pennsylvania Administrative Code contains procedures for
licensure through endorsement, the Code is otherwise silent on licensure through
reciprocity. See 49 PA. CODE § 17.2.
50. See S.B. 412.
51. 49.PA. CODE § 17.2. The Board will not endorse any candidate for a
license without restriction whose licensing examination score does not meet the
statutory minimum for regular applicants. Id.
52. The proposed Telemedicine Act is arguably representative of a fourth
category in which state laws specifically cover the practice of telemedicine in a
separate statute.
53. Lori J. Braender & Kara McCarthy Perry, States Revisit the Issue of
Telemedicine as it Expands To Cover Diagnosis and Treatment. NAT'L L.J., Aug.
21, 2000, at Cl; see also TEX. OCC. CODE ANN. § 151.056 (West 2000). The
pertinent provision states:
A person who is physically located in another jurisdiction but who,
through the use of any medium, including an electronic medium,
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require all telemedicine practitioners to obtain full, unrestricted

licenses to practice medicine."
Second, a state can recognize the practice of telemedicine
under the consultation exception that often exists within the
definition of the practice of medicine.55

Many state licensure

statutes have customarily exempted out-of-state practitioners that
consult with resident practitioners. 6

Apparently, some state

legislatures recognize that it is critically important for local physicians and their patients to have access to medical expertise
otherwise only available from outside the jurisdiction.57 Underlying
the consultation exception is the basic assumption that a physician

who seeks a consultation remains responsible for the care of the
patient and the patient retains the protection of the state.
Third, a state can enact laws allowing out-of-state practitioners
special limited purpose licenses in order to practice telemedicine in

the jurisdiction.

A recently enacted Oregon statute "called for the

creation of a new license for doctors that live outside of the state

but treat patients in the state.

'

Requirements for the special

limited license specify that the doctor must have a clean disciplinary
record, examine the patient in person before treatment, and not
prescribe medicine for economic gain.61

performs an act that is part of a patient care service initiated in this state,
including the taking of an x-ray examination or the preparation of
pathological material for examination, and that would affect the diagnosis
or treatment of the patient, is considered to be engaged in the practice of
medicine in this state and is subject to appropriate regulation by the
board.
Id. § 151.056(a).
54. See Braender & Perry, supra note 53, at C1. In general, consultations
between practitioners are not exempted from the definition of the practice of
medicine. Id.
55. See id.
56. Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 122.
57. See id.
58. See id. "The exception reflects the fact that licensure protects the public
from the solicitations of unqualified professionals. Unlike the typical patient, a
physician has the ability to evaluate a colleague's credentials and experience." Id.
59. Braender & Perry, supra note 53, at C1.
60. Wendy Lawton, Telemedicine Poses Challenges to Oregon Rule-Makers.
OREGONIAN, Aug. 29, 2000, 2000 WL 26266059. The new license permits out-ofstate doctors to share opinions with in-state doctors, but prohibits them from
assuming primary responsibility for the patient. Id.
61. Id. Critics of the special limited license argue that the law is too restrictive.
These critics decry the red tape, the excessive fees for licensure, and the four- to
six-week wait as being detrimental to the continued exploitation of telemedicine.
In addition, critics argue that requiring an out-of-state practitioner to first examine
the patient in person is misguided given the intent of telemedicine. Id.
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III. Analysis
One of the strongest arguments in favor of a stringent licensure
standard involves the threat that out-of-state providers may render
substandard care.62
Nevertheless, there are no documented
examples of this problem occurring." "Ithas always been raised as
[a] hypothetical concern, generally dealing with the specter of
providers from foreign countries invading Pennsylvania through
telemedicine."6
Recently, an Ohio physician faced a disciplinary hearing before
a medical board and a criminal trial after being indicted on sixtyfour felony counts arising from selling prescription drugs over the
Internet. 6 After pleading guilty to selling drugs without a pharmacy license, the physician was forced to give up his license to
practice medicine. 66 In this case the physician was practicing telemedicine and selling drugs to patients outside of Ohio, but was not
charged with practicing medicine in those jurisdictions without a
license. Instead, this first-of-its-kind criminal indictment arose
because the physician failed to follow "accepted medical practices"
by "not meeting with patients face to face." 67
The lack of a real problem concerning licensure is probably
due to the relatively equal licensure standards existing between
various states. The current state-based licensure system is now
structured around certain national standards.' As of 1994, all states
require applicants to have graduated from an accredited medical
school and to have passed the United States Medical Licensing
Exam (USMLE). 6 Before the implementation of the USMLE,
most prospective physicians were required to take either the
Federal Licensing Examination (FLEX) or the Special Purpose
Examination (SPEX) to obtain the state licenses.70 Although there
62. See, e.g., Farrell, supra note 25. "[W]e have no knowledge whether these
out-of-state physicians have appropriate malpractice coverage or are even
qualified to practice medicine." Id.
63. Marshall, supra note 29.
64. Id.
65.

Laurel Campbell, State Battles Illegal Online Drug Sales, CINCINNATI POST,

May 9, 2000, 2000 WL 3374195.
66. Kevin Mayhood, Probation,Fine Given to Doctor after Plea Internet Drugs
Sales, COLUMBUS DISPATCH, Aug. 16, 2000, 2000 WL 23917304.
67. Id.
68. See Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 113. Typical state
standards for licensure require graduation from accredited medical school, a
uniform licensing examination sequence, and postgraduate training requirements.
Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
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are still differences between the states regarding the technical
requirements for administering the exam, most are relatively
inconsequential especially in comparison to those previously
encountered in reaching an agreement on acceptable medical
schooling and components of a nationwide licensing examination.71
The remainder of the analysis will address arguments favoring and
opposing a strict licensure requirement and alternative models for
regulating the practice of telemedicine across state lines.
A. Arguments Supporting a Stringent Licensure Requirement
The Pennsylvania Radiological Society ("PRS") strongly
supports the proposed Telemedicine Act. The PRS argues that
regulations requiring full, unrestricted licensure are necessary to
guarantee that the citizens of Pennsylvania are adequately protected and that our physicians and other healthcare providers, who
may have contact with or order these studies, are protected from
undue medical liability.7 3 Under current Pennsylvania law and the
proposed Act, if a physician provides primary interpretation or an
opinion on imaging studies performed in the Commonwealth, on
Pennsylvania patients, the physician must be licensed in this
Commonwealth.74
When imaging studies are electronically sent out-of-state for
interpretation by physicians who are not licensed in
Pennsylvania... [it] places the Pennsylvania citizen who has the
procedure or examination in jeopardy.., it places the ordering
Pennsylvania physician in extreme liability since we have no
71. Id. at 115. Some differences still existing include whether all components
of the old FLEX exam must be passed at the same sitting, how many times an
applicant can take a component of the examination, and how recently an applicant
must have completed the exam. Other differences revolve around standards for
postgraduate training. See id.
72. See Farrell, supra note 25. The official position of the Pennsylvania
Radiological Society is that "out-of-state physicians interpreting medical imaging
studies by telemedicine should be held to the same high standards that we are."
Id.
73. Id. "If such a physician interprets images originating from a hospital, they
should also have to apply for and be granted privileges to do so by the hospital and
medical staff." Id.; see also Pollock, supra note 8. "[A]varice has led some
radiologists from other states (even foreign countries), often in partnership with
non-physician entrepreneurs, to use teleradiology in a fashion that adversely
affects local radiologists' practices. This is happening today at several imaging
centers across Pennsylvania." Id.
74. See Farrell, supra note 25. "He or she should also have to show proof of
malpractice insurance and comply with all the rules and regulations that apply to
Pennsylvania physicians." Id.
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knowledge whether these out-of-state physicians have appropriate malpractice coverage or are even qualified to practice
medicine.

When a medical imaging study is done in Pennsylvania and is
electronically sent out-of-state for interpretation, the receiving
physician neither supervises nor monitors the production or quality
of the examination."6 This physician therefore has no means of
reviewing the appropriateness of the study and of ensuring that
proper steps for achieving a high-quality examination are
followed.77 One advocate for full licensure worries that out-of-state
practitioners will be "virtually immune from any potential
negligence claims under Pennsylvania law for misdiagnosis."'78
B. Arguments Supporting a Relaxed Licensure Requirement
The Pennsylvania Department of Health strongly opposes the
proposed Telemedicine Act. 9 Based upon how Pennsylvania
currently uses telemedicine, the Department of Health argues that
the proposed Act could significantly curtail ongoing telemedicine
initiatives.8 ° Under current law, physicians that consult with a
licensed Pennsylvania physician via electronic means are not
necessarily subject to licensure requirements." Nevertheless, under

75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id. The Pennsylvania Radiological Society holds the position that "when a
physician interprets an imaging study sent via telemedicine, that physician is
practicing medicine according to Pennsylvania statute. The physician is practicing
medicine in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania because the patient is here and
the examination was generated in a Pennsylvania facility." Id.; see also Convey,
supra note 6, at 8. Doctors must be careful about dispensing medical advice in
states where they are not licensed. There have been efforts to overcome this
hurdle by enacting a national licensing law. See id.
78. Pollock, supra note 8. "They practice without any oversight by the
Pennsylvania Board of Medicine. It frightens me to consider how the Internet will
greatly facilitate this practice in the near future." Id. It is not clear how the author
determines that out-of-state practitioners are "virtually immune" from negligence
claims in Pennsylvania. Any out-of-state practitioner treating Pennsylvanians on a
regular basis is likely to have established sufficient minimum contacts to be subject
to jurisdiction in a diversity claim for medical malpractice.
79. See generally Jordan, supra note 18.
80. Jordan, supra note 18. The proposed Act could jeopardize the initiatives
discussed earlier concerning HealthNet, KeyNet, and the telemedicine task force
developed by the Pennsylvania Information Highway Consortium.
These
programs involve out-of-state linkages and the proposed Act could make it more
difficult for Pennsylvania citizens to have access to the full benefits of the system.
See id.
81. See 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.16 (1996).
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the proposed law, physicians that consult for a fee would generally
be subject to licensure requirements depending on their specialty
and not the nature of the services provided. This would make it

cost-prohibitive

for Pennsylvania physicians and out-of-state

hospitals such as Johns Hopkins, the Mayo Clinic or the Cleveland

Clinic to work together through telemedicine in the diagnosis and
treatment of medical conditions of Pennsylvania citizens. 82

Another major concern is that Pennsylvania, which has a
significant rural population (of which a large number are elderly),
would not have the option to fully utilize telemedicine opportunities in the delivery of medical care or services.83 The proposed
Act could have a detrimental effect on a patient in a critical care

situation that is unable to travel to another destination outside of
the state for the "most advanced" medical care.84
The vice president of the Insurance Federation of
Pennsylvania, Sam Marshall, expressed a similar view against the
proposed Telemedicine Act.85 Although Mr. Marshall voiced his

general support of state regulatory oversight and licensure of insurance and healthcare, he nevertheless stated that the proposed Act,
"at least in its current draft[,] ...says to [out-of-state] providers, if

you are involved in the treatment of our citizens through
telemedicine, you have to get licensed here, buy our insurance and
'
pay into our Medical Catastrophe Loss Fund."86
Mr. Marshall

asserted that the proposed Act will not benefit the Pennsylvanian
who needs the best advice and treatment possible regardless of the
provider's location, and that it will certainly not benefit the ongoing

effort to make the delivery of healthcare more efficient, more
qualified and more affordable.8' Similarly, other advocates for a
82. Jordan, supra note 18.
83. See id.
84. Jordan, supra note 18. The result would likely have a negative impact on
the overall availability of healthcare and related industries such as the
biotechnology industry. Id.
85. See generally Marshall, supra note 29. Mr. Marshall is also the General
Counsel for the Insurance Federation of Pennsylvania.
86. Id.
"Many providers who now occasionally get involved with a
Pennsylvanian's case will no longer want to do so. It won't just be because of the
insurance but also the bureaucracy of getting licensed." Id.
87. Id. But cf Pollock, supra'note8.
This argument is ludicrous and doesn't stand up under scrutiny. We are
talking about centers that contract with out-of-state (perhaps out-of
country) radiologists who have varying levels of training and expertise.
Radiologists in the Lehigh Valley are well trained and quite talented in
their own right. Many graduated from residency and fellowship programs
from great academic institutions (including the Mayo Clinic, among
others) and have the advantage of rapport with the patient and his or her
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relaxed licensure standard argue that the prospective patient is

going to be foreclosed from input and help from providers in other
states, or at least from those providers who do not do enough with
Pennsylvanians to make licensure a worthwhile proposition.'
C. Alternatives to the Requirementfor a "License Without
Restriction"
Physicians in most states are required to hold a full and

unrestricted license in order to practice medicine. 89 Nevertheless, in
1997 the Joint Working Group on Telemedicine ("JWGT")
proposed a number of models that could serve as alternatives to the
burdensome full-licensure approach. 90 These models include: (1)

the statutory consultation exception, (2) full licensure through
endorsement, (3) mutual recognition, (4) reciprocity, (5) registration, (6) limited or special licensure, and (7) a national licensing
system.91 The remainder of this subsection provides the working

referring doctor. We have the opportunity to interact with our patients
face-to-face, talk to them, learn first hand about their symptoms and
tailor the requested study accordingly. Further, local radiologists in the
Valley always have the option of seeking a second opinion on unusual,
rare or complex cases. (Incidentally, among the experts from whom I
have obtained another opinion include some who are, in fact, on staff at
Mayo.).
Id.
88. See Marshall, supra note 29.
89. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
90. See id.
Some of these models would vest partial or full authority to set standards
and administer the licensure process in bodies other than the states.
Some models would set uniform standards for credentials, professional
conduct and discipline. Most models would provide specific mechanisms
for enforcement proceedings against out-of-state health professionals.
Id.
91. Id; see also Alison M. Sulentic, Crossing Borders: The Licensure of
InterstatePractitioners25 J. LEGIS. 1, 17-38 (1999).
The models identified by the Joint Working Group represent three
approaches to the problems presented by the interstate practice of
telemedicine. First, a state may make independent efforts to regulate
telemedicine practitioners by adopting licensure provisions based on the
consultation, registration, endorsement and full or limited licensure
models. Second, states may join together in a cooperative effort to
regulate telemedicine practitioners by entering into reciprocal agreements to recognize the licenses of practitioners who have met the
requirements for licensure in reciprocal states. Third, states may defer to
a national or federal system of licensure, ceding authority to determine
baseline quality standards to a common national organization or to
Congress.
Id. at 18.
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definition of each alternative method, a discussion of the relevance
to Pennsylvania telemedicine regulation, and an analysis of the
potential impact of each.
1.

The Statutory Consultation Exception-Prior to the

widespread use of telemedicine, many states enacted consultation
exceptions to the licensure law. In general, these exceptions allow a
physician who is unlicensed in a particular state to practice
medicine in that state at the request of and in consultation with a
referring physicianY2 "[T]he consultation exception is the provision
to which the occasional telemedicine practitioner will first turn,
simply because it requires no administrative effort on his part and is
little monitored." 93 Although consultation exceptions may be well
suited to some telemedicine situations, it is unlikely that they were
intended to apply to regular, on-going telemedicine links.94
In Pennsylvania, the consultation exception is explicit: "A
person authorized to practice medicine or surgery or osteopathy
without restriction by any other state may, upon request by a
medical doctor, provide consultation to the medical doctor regarding the treatment of a patient under the care of the medical
doctor." 95 The language of the proposed Act would narrow or cut
off the consultation exception as it is now interpreted and
practiced." The proposed Telemedicine Act provides that it "shall
not apply to... [t]he acts of a medical specialist located or licensed,
or both, outside of this Commonwealth who provides only episodic
consultation on request and for which compensation is neither
given nor expected to a person licensed in this Commonwealth." 9,
In addition, the proposed law excludes "telephone consultations...
for which compensation is neither given nor expected."98
Dr. Lee McCormick, president of the Pennsylvania Medical
Society, insists that the proposed Act will continue to permit out-ofstate physician consultations without requiring the out-of-state
92. See Sulentic, supra note 91, at 20-21.
93. Id. at 21.
94. See Telemedicine Report, supra note 15. One solution to any ambiguity is
for the state to amend its consultation exception to specify under what
circumstances it applies to telemedicine. See id.
95. 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.16 (1996). Cf. Telemedicine Report, supra note
15. The scope of these exceptions varies from state to state. Most consultation
exceptions prohibit the out-of-state physician from opening an office or receiving
calls in the state. Id.
96. See Jordan, supra note 18. "[P]hysicians that consult for a fee would
generally be subject to the licensure requirements depending on their specialty,
and not the nature of the services provided." Id.
97. S.B. 412, 185th Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2001).
98. Id.
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physician to obtain a license without restriction in Pennsylvania. 9
Dr. McCormick believes that the key is for the consultation request
to come from the patient's own physician. '°° Physician consultation
has been "going on for years" and "should never be restricted."' 0 '
Nevertheless, as the Center for Telemedicine Law points out,
no documented incidents of disciplinary action have arisen from
out-of-state physicians consulting with local physicians."
Opponents to the proposed law argue that the only consultations
exempted from the licensure requirement are those rendered
without possibility for compensation.103 The narrowing of the
consultation exception will serve as an obstacle to maximizing the

benefits of telemedicine. °' Physicians soliciting consultations may
have difficulty determining whether potential out-of-state referrals
are licensed, and specialists may be deterred from responding to
inquiries from Pennsylvania practitioners.' 5
"The patient will

ultimately be harmed by this chilling effect on physician-tophysician communications.' '6
The plain language of the proposed Act creates some

ambiguity by referring to "episodic consultations" in the blanket
exception and to "telephone consultations" in the definition
section.' Nonetheless, the proposed law is clear in one respect: No
out-of-state physician may be compensated for consultations unless

the physician obtains a license without restriction in Pennsylvania.
Thus, without the incentive of payment for services, Pennsylvania
physicians would have to rely on the goodwill of their out-of-state

99. Testimony Before the Senate Communications & High Technology
Committee on Senate Bill 937, 181st Leg., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 1998) (testimony of Lee
H. McCormick, M.D., president, Pennsylvania Medical Society, May 6, 1998)
[hereinafter McCormick] (prepared remarks on file with the Dickinson Law
Review).
100. Id. Presumably, Dr. McCormick intends that the consulting, out-of-state
physician will have no direct or indirect contact with the patient and for the
Pennsylvania physician to retain complete responsibility. See id.
101. Id.
102. Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 123.
103. See Redmond, supra note 4. The statute excludes limited consultations in
what appear to be two separate areas. First, in defining the "practice of medicine
across state lines," the proposed law excludes uncompensated "telephone
consultations." Second, under the exceptions, the proposed law provides that the
act does not apply to uncompensated "episodic consultation." See S.B. 1039, supra
note 4.
104. Redmond, supra note 3.
105. Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 124.
106. Id.
107. See S.B. 412, 185th Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2001).
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colleagues or somehow convince them that they should undergo the
burdensome task of acquiring a license without restriction.
2. Endorsement-Most healthcare professionals seeking
licensure in another jurisdiction must comply with the requirements
of endorsement. A practitioner from out-of-state must apply for a
license from the state in which they seek to practice and succeed in
having his or her credentials favorably endorsed."
As stated in
Part II above, a candidate for a license without restriction in
Pennsylvania may seek endorsement of his or her credentials by
submitting the equivalent documentation that is required of every
applicant."'
Although the process of endorsement does allow out-of-state
physicians the opportunity to practice telemedicine in another state,
the procedure can be time consuming, expensive, and difficult to
understand. " Furthermore, each state may have unique scope-ofpractice regulations that may be substantially different than those
faced by a physician in his or her home state.112
From the state's perspective, endorsement represents a viable
means of regulating the quality of the medical profession as well as
generating necessary revenue for the administrative process.'13
Nevertheless, the proposed Telemedicine Act has been criticized as
an obstacle to the "current out-of-state telemedicine linkages.." 4
Fifty different standards and procedures in fifty different states
would make the process of endorsement impractical for any
individual or group of physicians seeking to practice telemedicine
on a nationwide basis. Any strategy for harmonizing standards and
procedures should alleviate the burden to some extent.15
3. Mutual Recognition-Mutual recognition is a voluntary
course of action whereby state licensing boards may enter into a
compact to "legally accept the policies and processes (licensure) of

108. See Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
109. Id.
110. 49 PA. CODE § 17.2 (2000). There is no requirement for re-examination
unless the candidate's test scores do not meet the required minimum. Id.
111. See Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31 at 115. Because each
state maintains unique application forms and requirements, the applicant has no
choice but contact each state licensing board individually and fill out each set of
forms separately. Id.
112. Sulentic, supra note 91, at 22.
113. Id.
114. Jordan, supra note 18. The license requirement would make it more
difficult for Pennsylvania citizens to have access to the Pennsylvania telemedicine
system. Id.
115. See Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
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a licensee's home state.', 1 6 States involved in mutual recognition

compacts must agree to a "common harmonized set of standards
governing qualifications, conduct, [and] discipline."'' 7 Simply put,
physicians who acquire licenses in their home state would be

granted a waiver to the licensure process in other signatory states.""
Despite each state maintaining separate licensing authority, the
standards for practicing medicine are essentially uniform." 9
Therefore, advocates for a system of mutual recognition have

reason to be optimistic that a regional or nationwide compact
would enable physicians to engage in telemedicine without sub-

mitting to the onerous process of acquiring additional licenses.
The National Council of State Boards of Nursing ("NCSBN")
recently developed a multi-state licensure plan to deal with the
problem of nurse mobility and the expanded practice of nursing
across state lines.'
These types of multistate compacts differ in
concept from uniform laws; instead of focusing on enacting
identical statutory language, states cooperate to harmonize their
licensing efforts in an attempt to resolve mutual problems. 2 ' The
NCSBN's Nurse Licensure Compact requires signatory states to

waive their entry-to-practice standards for licensees of other
compact states.22 In addition, the nurse's primary state of residence
maintains all the customary disciplinary authority, yet the remote
state, that allows the nurse to practice, can exercise disciplinary

authority over nurse conduct as it pertains to that state.' 23 Finally,
signatory states are required to share applicable disciplinary
116. Id. The European Union and Australia have adopted Mutual Recognition
agreements enable the cross-border practice of medicine. Id.
117. Id.
118. See id. The only requirement for physicians is to notify the other state of
their intent to practice medicine within that state's borders. Id.
119. Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 113. Each state's system
for licensing physicians is organized upon national standards such as graduation
from medical school, a licensing exam, successful completion of postgraduate
training, and a centralized credentials verification system. Id.
120. M. Elizabeth Greenberg, The Domain of Telenursing: Issues and Prospects,
NURSING ECONOMICS, July 1, 2000, 2000 WL 26029918; see also Sulentic, supra
note 91, at 29-35 (providing a thorough analysis of the NCSBN originated compact
and the applicability to the multistate licensure of physicians).
121. Sulentic, supra note 91, at 30. Compacts may be formed through
reciprocal legislation and escape the Constitutional limitation requiring
Congressional consent by permitting each signatory state the power to unilaterally
withdraw. See id.
122. Id. at 32.
123. See id. The remote state may limit or revoke the nurse's license to practice
within its borders but may not affect the nurse's original license issued by the
nurse's home state. Id.
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information through a centralized database in order to insure
that
124
all compact participants are apprised of each licensee's status.
The Nurse's Licensure Compact could serve as a model for a
similar agreement concerning the practice of medicine. To succeed,
states would have to cooperate and agree to uniform standards for5
entry to practice, discipline and enforcement, and administration.1
On the other hand, critics point to the necessity of state cooperation
as a major obstacle to a successful mutual recognition compact for
the practice of telemedicine.'1 6 "The fact that states have maintained marginal differences in application requirements despite the
existence of a standardized national licensing exam and national
accrediting agencies for medical education and training, is evidence
for the difficulties associated with developing common
standards. 1 27 It is unclear whether states would be willing to raise
or lower standards they currently maintain. Nevertheless, given the
potential boon to the practice of telemedicine, mutual recognition
compacts present an option worthy of serious consideration.
4.

Reciprocity-Reciprocity in relation to telemedicine and

the practice of medicine involves a negotiated agreement between
two or more states to permit each state's licensed medical
professionals the right to practice medicine in each reciprocating
state without acquiring an additional license."2 No reciprocity
agreements are currently in effect between states that would allow a
physician to practice telemedicine in another state.29 As stated in
Part II above, the Pennsylvania Medical Practice Act grants the
licensing board discretion to enter into reciprocity agreements with
other states, but, as yet, there have been no such agreements. 30
Nevertheless, reciprocity offers several potential benefits for
the practice of medicine across state lines. It allows states to enter
into agreements with states mandating similar entry-to-practice
standards.' 3' In addition, reciprocity may facilitate long-term
relationships between providers and clarify the role of each state's

124. Id.
125. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
126. See id. Negotiations between states would be time consuming and
complicated. Id.
127. Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 129.
128. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
129. Id. Reciprocity can be said to occur in practice when a patient travels to
another jurisdiction for the purpose of receiving medical care by a professional
licensed in that other jurisdiction. Id.
130. 63 PA. STAT. ANN. § 422.27 (1996).
131. Sulentic, supra note 91, at 28.
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Critics of Pennsylvania's proposed Teledisciplinary board.
medicine Act argue that reciprocal licensing would provide a safe
and efficient alternative to the burdensome process of full
licensure"'
On the other hand, reciprocity agreements would require time
consuming and complicated negotiations between multiple state
licensing bureaucracies.' 3' Moreover, professionals attempting to
practice medicine in another jurisdiction would still be faced with
perhaps substantial differences regarding a state's scope of practice
standards.'
5. Registration-An innovative, but as yet hypothetical,
approach to solving the licensure problem for practitioners of
telemedicine is through registration. Under a registration system,
practitioners licensed in one state would notify the licensing
authorities of other states that they would like to practice medicine
in that jurisdiction.'3 6 In theory, registration would permit the state
to exert authority to regulate the practitioners' medical activities
and exercise legal jurisdiction should the need arise. 37 The unique
advantage of this system is that a state could unilaterally eliminate
the burdensome process of acquiring a license to practice medicine
while at the same time maintain the traditional control over the
conduct of those practicing medicine within its boundaries. 38
California passed the Telemedicine Development Act of 1996,
which required the Board of Medicine to submit guidelines for a
registration program that would permit out-of-state physicians to
practice telemedicine without additional licensure requirements. "9
132. Id. at 32.
133. Marshall, supra note 29. Marshall recommends that the Departments of
Health and State could negotiate reciprocal agreements with states whose
licensure standards are sufficiently strong and then limit the practice of
telemedicine to providers from those states. The envisioned effect would be that
"a leading neurosurgeon from Harvard" could treat Pennsylvanians through
telemedicine while at the same time providers from jurisdictions not meeting
Pennsylvania's standards would be excluded. Id.; see also Redmond, supra note 4.
Reciprocal privileges would avoid the problems associated with the cumbersome
process of acquiring a license without restriction and the compensation limitations
imposed by the consultation restriction. Id.
134. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
135. Id. Reciprocity does not require harmonization of standards and
procedures. Id.; see also Sulentic, supra note 91, at 28. Reciprocity does not solve
the problem of expense and delay in acquiring a reciprocal license. Id.
136. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
137. See id.
138. Id.
139. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE, § 2052.5(c) (West Supp. 1998); Silverman, supra
note 13 at 269.
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Unfortunately, California has yet to implement the promising

registration component of the Act.4 ° One critic of California's
proposed registration program applauds the ease with which a
physician could acquire the right to practice telemedicine but
expresses concern that other healthcare professionals are
excluded.''
6. Limited Licensure-One logical alternative a state may
unilaterally employ is to establish a system of limited licensure.
The "limitation" refers to the permitted scope of practice as
opposed to any links to compensation or frequency of activity.4 2 In
general, a physician licensed in one state could apply for a limited

license in another state without enduring the burdensome administrative process of acquiring a full license. 43
Alabama enacted a limited licensure statute specifically for
regulating telemedicine practitioners from out-of-state.'4 The outof-state telemedicine practitioner can acquire a special-purpose
license from the Alabama Medical Licensure Commission after the
State Board of Medical Examiners certifies that the applicant is
qualified.4 4 A practitioner holding an Alabama special-purpose
license may practice medicine across state lines for a period of three
140. Silverman, supra note 13, at 269. The Act did not permit the state medical
board to implement a registration plan but instead required the board to send their
proposal to the state legislature. Id.
141. See Sulentic, supra note 91, at 30.
Specifically, the California law
contemplates that physicians' assistants and nurses should not be permitted to
engage in acts that constitute the practice of medicine. This may discourage
physicians from expanding their telemedicine practice. Id.
142. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15. Currently most state licensure laws
limit the out-of state practitioners through some consultation or emergency
exceptions. Id.
143. Id.
144. ALA. CODE § 34-24-500 (2000). Legislative intent underlying the limited
licensure provision provides that:
because of technological advances and changing practice patterns, the
practice of medicine or osteopathy is occurring with increasing frequency
across state lines and that certain technological advances in the practice
of medicine or osteopathy are in the public interest. The Legislature
further finds and declares that the practice of medicine or osteopathy is a
privilege and that the licensure by this state of practitioners located
outside this state engaging in such medical or osteopathic practice within
this state and the ability to discipline such practitioners is necessary for
the protection of the citizens of this state and for the public interest,
health, welfare, and safety.
Id.
145. Id. Certification requires the applicant hold a full and unrestricted license
to practice medicine in any state and not have been subject to previous disciplinary
action unless such previous disciplinary action would not present a threat to the
public. Id.
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years with options for renewal. 146 Although the Alabama limited

license provision is on the books, the requirement of reciprocity
renders the implementation subject to action by other
jurisdictions.147 Tennessee also issues a limited license requiring
reciprocity, but it is unknown whether any practitioners from either
state have sought limited licensure.'48
Limited licensure allows a state to maintain control of the
entry-to-practice standards by reserving the discretion to deny a
license to practitioners possessing substandard qualifications. 9 In

addition, the state retains the authority to discipline any practitioners failing to abide by local regulations."'

Thus, many of the

concerns expressed by proponents of full licensure are appeased
through the limited licensure process. Patients are protected from
unlicensed, substandard practitioners, and in-state physicians are
146. Id. § 34-24-500. The scope of practice permitted by the special purpose
license includes:
(1)
The rendering of a written or otherwise documented medical
opinion concerning the diagnosis or treatment of a patient
located within this state by a physician located outside this state
as a result of transmission of individual patient data by electronic
or other means from within this state to such physician or his or
her agent; or
(2)
The rendering of treatment to a patient located within this state
by a physician located outside this state as a result of
transmission of individual patient data by electronic or other
means from this state to such physician or his or her agent.
Id.§ 34-24-500(a).
The special purpose license does not include informal
consultations occurring on an irregular or infrequent basis. The exemption
permits consultations as long as they do not exceed nine occurrences or 9 patients
per year or do not constitute one percent of the physician's diagnostic or
therapeutic practice. Id. § 34-24-505.
147. Id. § 34-24-507 (2000).
[T]he commission shall only issue a special purpose license to practice
medicine or osteopathy across state lines to an applicant whose principal
practice location and license to practice is located in a state or territory of
the United States whose laws permit or allow for the issuance of a special
purpose license to practice medicine or osteopathy across state lines or
similar license to a physician whose principal practice location and license
is located in this state.
Id.
148. See TENN. CODE ANN. § 63-6-209 (2000). The applicable provision
provides that "the board has the authority to issue restricted licenses and special
licenses based upon licensure to another state for the limited purpose of
authorizing the practice of telemedicine." Id. § 63-6-209(b). In addition, the board
will issue a special limited purpose license to practice Telemedicine to applicants
licensed in other states "as long as the applicant's certificates and qualifications
meet or exceed the requirements" for licensure in Tennessee. Id § 63-6-211(a).
149. Sulentic, supra note 91, at 24. A state has the discretion to set any
standard it desires. Id.
150. Id.
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protected from unbridled competition from out-of-state
practitioners.
On the other hand, the goal of an efficient streamlined process
for licensing telemedicine practitioners still suffers under a limited
licensure regime because of the patchwork of different state laws."'
Full and special licensure no doubt strengthens a state's ability to
52
from incompetent medical treatment.
protect patients
Nevertheless, the heart of telemedicine's most beneficial attribute,
efficiency, is destroyed by continued dependence on unique state
licensure models.
7. The National Alternatives-A national licensure system
could eliminate the difficulty of complying with the myriad of state
licensing laws.
The Joint Working Group on Telemedicine
suggested two potential methods for nationalizing telemedicine
licensure.'53 First, the federal government could enact standardized
criteria for the practice of medicine, and administration could be at
either the national or the state level. 5 ' A centralized national
system would likely face opposition from states over issues such as
revenue loss, legal authority, financing, and the methods and
infrastructure associated with collecting and maintaining
confidential licensing information."'
If states were left to
implement the1 program,
control
would
remain
in the hands of state
56
administrators.

The alternative is complete federal preemption of state
licensing authority by issuing a federal license to practice
telemedicine"' The federal government could issue a license valid
throughout the United States based upon a common standard
related to physician qualifications and discipline. 58 A federal

151. See Silverman, supra note 13, at 269.
152. Silverman, supra note 13, at 269.
153. See Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
154. Id.
155. See id.
156. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15. Regardless of the method of control,
states would still need to confront the issue of common criteria for entry-topractice, discipline, and scope of practice. Id.
157. Id.; see also, Joanne Kabak, Patchwork of Rules on Licenses of Online
Pharmacies,NEWSDAY, June 6, 2000 at C04, 2000 WL 10018083. Presumably, the
Commerce Clause grants Congress the power to act in this area given the potential
for state limitations on interstate telemedical activities. Legislation down the road
may result in some form of national licensure, but what complicates the matter is
that the issue is more than just patient care. Each state maintains a strong medical
society with significant lobbying power, so the economic and turf issues abound.
Id.
158. Telemedicine Report, supra note 15.
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license based upon a single set of standardized licensing criteria
would simplify the otherwise impossible159task of acquiring licenses
to practice telemedicine in all fifty states.
Any system of licensure that cedes state power to the federal
government is liable to be fraught with difficulty and met with
strong resistance. The taxpayer is unlikely to welcome the prospect
of another federal bureaucratic entity created to carryout centralized administration. '6 In addition, a federal licensing bureau would
not be attuned to local conditions that may warrant different scope
of practice standards than those that would be mandated on a
national level.16' Finally, state legislators may find the option of
surrendering a traditional state power to the federal government
objectionable and would face a barrage of protests from special
interest groups.
IV. Solutions for Pennsylvania Patients and Physicians
The interstate practice of telemedicine is an area that cries out
for a uniform law. The minimal differences still lingering in
standards for entry-to-practice and scope of practice should not be
a barrier to a Pennsylvanian needing care from a specialist licensed
in another jurisdiction. A uniform licensing statute enacted by
every state would eliminate speculative concerns about incompetent physicians invading from out-of-state.
A uniform licensing statute containing a number of safeguard
measures would maximize the availability and flexibility in telemedical care while protecting the traditional interests held by the
states. First, a provision for registration similar to the system
described in the California statute" would allow out-of-state
practitioners to notify state licensing authority of the intent to
practice telemedicine in the state. A standardized application
process and fee would eliminate the confusing array of unique state
requirements.

159. See Center for Telemedicine Law, supra note 31, at 130. A national
licensing system would permit "uniform licensing requirements, a single
application procedure, and legal standards to govern interstate practice," but
disciplinary authority is best left to the states, which are more accountable to their
citizens. Id.; see also Sulentic, supra note 91, at 36.
160. See Telemedicine Report, supra note 15. In addition, the burden of
generating the revenues necessary to administer the system would shift from the
states to the federal government. See id.
161. Sulentic, supra note 91, at 36.
162. See CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE, § 2052.5(c) (West Supp. 1998).
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Second, the out-of-state physician should be required to submit
to the jurisdiction of the registering state and be held accountable
should quality of care or disciplinary issues arise. This would
alleviate liability concerns of both patients and practitioners that
out-of-state physicians would answer to no one. Third, the in-state
physician should retain primary responsibility for the patient unless
the course of treatment went beyond the scope of telemedicine.
This would ensure that in-state physicians and group practices are
not subject to unchecked competition from out-of-state.
Finally, reciprocity is essential. Unless the playing field is
level, unfair competition is a threat. Requiring reciprocity should
motivate states to negotiate a uniform licensing law with the
knowledge that the potential benefits of telemedicine are only
possible through cooperation.
A uniform medical licensure act is not currently on the
legislative horizon. Nevertheless, Pennsylvania lawmakers should
take interim measures to maximize the benefits of telemedicine to
Pennsylvanians. A registration system similar to that proposed in
the California statute would make much-needed care available
from out-of-state experts while maintaining local control. A
unilateral system of registration would permit some of the same
safeguards as listed above, including submission to local jurisdiction
and primary patient responsibility with the in-state physician.
Adopting the restrictive licensure requirements in the proposed
Telemedicine Act or failing to take any action at all would be
inconsistent with the recent history of Pennsylvania's progressive
policy of embracing technology.
V.

Conclusion

While past generations of Pennsylvanians enjoyed the benefits
of a hometown doctor willing to make a house call, future
generations of Pennsylvanians will likely enjoy the technological
benefits of the virtual house call through telemedicine. The recent
demise of the proposed Pennsylvania Telemedicine Act is certainly
not the last word on the subject. The sponsors of the proposed Act,
as well as other lawmakers, are undoubtedly aware of the vital
importance of telemedicine in the lives of many Pennsylvanians. In
exercising the police power, lawmakers must promote the health,
safety, and welfare of Pennsylvania patients without exposing them
to substandard care from out-of-state practitioners. Furthermore,
Pennsylvania physicians have a legitimate concern about unfair
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competition from practitioners in states unwilling to allow
reciprocal privileges.
Advances in telecommunications technology continue to
outpace our ability to enact laws to regulate its effect. Pennsylvania
has recently been at the forefront of "technological leadership."' 63
Thus, Pennsylvania should rightfully assume a leadership role in
establishing a cooperative effort to promote the practice of
telemedicine. By acting unilaterally to establish a registration
system and in cooperation with other states to negotiate a uniform
licensing system, lawmakers can best meet the needs of both
Pennsylvania patients and practitioners.

163. Press Release, Governor Ridge's Policy Initiatives - Technology 21, Gov.
Ridge Showcases PA's Technology Leadership During Republican National
Convention in Philadelphia (July 30, 2000) at http://sites.state.pa.us/PAExec
/DCED/ newevent/00/00-7-30-RNC-TechShowcase.htm.
In this fast-paced, 21st century digital economy, Pennsylvania's
employers have the high-tech, innovative products and services
consumers want," Gov. Ridge said. "And our world-class universities do
more than develop cutting-edge technology-they also ensure our
students get the highly skilled education they need to compete and win in
the high-tech, global marketplace. Pennsylvania has it all-the best
companies, universities and workforce. I'm proud to showcase this
powerful combination to the nation.

